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FOREWORD
Welcome to the #4 Newsletter of the DIHUB Project.
This newsletter formally marks the end of the DIHUB project but we still have a lot of news
to share!
In this newsletter, find out what was discussed and defined in the DIHUB final consortium
meeting in Zagreb. In addition, you will be able to watch videos of 2 more DIHUB students.
In the "Learn About" section and know more about the DIHUB Ecosystem we present the
DIHUB ecosystem composed of 5 interconnected nodes covering all countries of the
consortium. .
We invite you to explore the DIHUB newsletter to get some insights on these questions.
The project ends but the work remains!

DIHUB FINAL MEETING IN CROATIA
As announced in the #3 Newsletter, the DIHUB consortium met in
Croatia to discuss and decide the future suistainability of the project. It
was an important moment for the consortium to define the future post
project. The consortium meeting took place on the 19th and 20th of
April in Zagreb, Croatia, hosted by the DIHUB partners Algebra
University College in their brand new facilities.
During the days of the meeting, the following topics were addressed:
- Status on final project outputs;
- Peer quality review of main results;
- Final promotion and dissemination actions;
- Future sustainability of the project and its results.
- Quality assurance and project monitoring.
In the second day of the meeting, the group received a presentation
from the CEO of a Zagreb-based company working in the cloud sector.
It was an inspiration for DIHUB partners and stakeholders of the whole
project.
Workers and future workers with more cloud-related skills are needed!

Video testimonials from the
students

Check these two video testimonials of DIHUB
students that you will find in the platform and
see how DIHUB impacted their lives:

Watch more here

Tiago Dias

Ming
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LEARN ABOUT...
What is DIHUB Ecosystem...
DIHUB project partners and other VET providers, companies and business
support organisations facilitate the DIHUB development and provision of
services to support the adoption of cloud-based solutions. The core
stakeholders of DIHUB are described in the picture below, while the
broader stakeholder view can be seen from the DIHUB stakeholder
description at the European and project countries level. Know more
about the topic here.

DIHUB future...
The future of the DIHUB project will go through the sustainability strategy, which
contains a reflection on the future of DIHUB and the steps to be taken.
At the moment, we are finalizing contacts with the universities and entities that worked
with us during the project within the scope of the DIHUB curriculum.
Follow our social networks and the news we publish on the project website.

Do you want to join the DIHUB Community? Join us !

DIHUB consortium

Reach us through:
www.dihubcloud.eu

